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Happy Birthday from all of us at

New Member

André van der Walt

One of my earliest memories is of riding a Vespa with my Dad. I was so
young that I could only stand on the floorboards, with my hands on the
handlebars that I could just see over the top of! A while later, I graduated to
pillion and Dad would take me to school or the bus-stop and then carry on to
work. These were the best memories and of course riding with your Dad,
being dropped off at school on a Vespa was cool! Like Corduroy’s, Vespa’s
have come in and out of fashion over the years, thank goodness Corduroys
have stopped and Vespa’s have carried on.
Besides riding on farm bikes (on a tobacco farm), I didn’t ride on the road
until 2012 when we relocated to Dubai after living in Zambia for 4 years.
One of my colleagues invited me to join their group of bikers and as they all
rode BMW GS, I was expected to ride the same bike. As all the farm bikes
were Honda’s, I first tried Honda in Dubai which was not appealing, then
test rode a few Harley’s, a Ducati Multistrada and finally a BMW 1200GS,
which I absolutely loved. I rode in Dubai for 4 years, every Friday throughout
the year, even in the peak of summer, as all that changed was that we left
earlier at 4:30am when the temperature was already 37 degrees and
humidity at 80% and were back before 7am with average temps at 42
degrees. We then moved to Nairobi and the BMW was shipped there and
this was the most hair raising (if I had any) traffic and Matatu’s really try
hard to take you off the road.
We moved back to JHB in 2017 and I found myself buying my first Harley
from Johannesburg (where Mzanzi is now). Claudia started riding with me in
Kenya and she was soon riding pillion most Sunday’s since then. We really
enjoy the people that we have met over the 5 years and all the different
places around Gauteng and further that we have visited with HOG JHB and
thereafter HOG ROC.

I started riding more than 40 years ago and have
travelled all over this beautiful country by motorcycle
and count myself lucky to have done a solo trip down
Route 66 in the US on a “Couch”.

In 2001 I bought my first Harley (a V-Rod) and
currently ride a Softail Slim S (which I chose because
I think it epitomises the classic Harley look), and it is
great fun to ride.
The best part of owning a Harley has definitely been
the friends I have met through HOG where I have
been a Biker Buddy, a marshal, and now a Road
Captain. Let’s Ride!!

My name is Marinda and I have a huge problem…..
I am addicted to riding Motorbikes 😊.
One thing is sure – I have a passion for Harley’s because
I love the look, sound, culture, freedom, and all that it
brings into your life…. my biker Familia!!
In 2018 my sister, a very experienced rider, convinced
me to Pillion with her to my first Rally – it took me
150m (from their front gate to the first stop sign) to
know THIS WAS FOR ME.
Precisely 1 month later I passed my Learners and
immediately started riding on her Sportster, giving me
some extra time to decide what I want to buy. Soon
after that, in 2019 I bought my Road King CVO.
With a lot of love and patience, and the privilege of
having two master riders showing me the ropes, I got
my license and never looked back.
I became part of the Activities team in 2020, and in
2022 I put my name up and was elected for the
Treasurer position at H.O.G. ROC Chapter of which I am
very proud.
My goal is to start training as a Marshall I and have a
few boxes to tick before that can be realized.
In the meantime, I am enjoying life in full and can’t
imagine it without my motorbike.

You might think that Harley-Davidson was founded by two guys whose last names were Harley and Davidson, and you would be partway right.
It's actually one Harley and three Davidsons, and it took all four of them working together to create a brand that would revolutionize transportation and America.

When was Harley-Davidson officially founded?
Harley-Davidson was founded in 1903 in Milwaukee, WI and officially incorporated in 1907 with Walter Davidson acting as the first president. Arthur Davidson became the first general sales
manager and the secretary while William Davidson was the first works manager. William Harley, meanwhile, became the chief engineer and treasurer.

Given the ratio of three Davidsons to one Harley, you may be wondering why the company wasn't called Davidson-Harley. Since the original idea for the motorcycle came from William Harley,
the gang thought it was only fair to have his name first.

Who were the four founders of Harley-Davidson?
William Harley was only a year older than Arthur Davidson. The two boys grew up just a couple houses apart in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Such was the start of their lifelong friendship.
Both boys were enamored with bicycles. William even took a job at a Milwaukee-based bicycle factory when he was 15, rising from the rank of cycle fitter to drafter, which led him to work as a
draftsman at the Barth Manufacturing Company. It was there that he designed his first internal combustion engine. It was based on the French de Dion-Bouton engine, which would go on to
be used by many early motorcycle manufacturers.
Along with Arthur, another draftsman from Barth, and a friend whose father owned a lathe, William and his cohorts would spend the next several years working on a proto motorcycle in their
spare time. The prototype fizzled out, but it proved to be invaluable because it made William and Arthur realize that what they needed was a machinist.
The two reached out to Arthur's older brother Walter, who was living in Parsons, Kansas at the time. Walter arrived expecting to see a motorcycle but instead was greeted by an unfinished
mess. But in that mess, Walter saw a dream, so he decided to stay in Milwaukee to make William and Arthur's dream a reality.

Soon, the trio was joined by another mechanic, William Davidson, Arthur's eldest brother. By 1904, a second prototype was completed. It was the first-ever Harley-Davidson® motorcycle to
participate in a motorcycle race. And while it didn't win, the team was already off and running to make motorcycle history!

Should you wish to become more
involved in the Chapter by joining a
Committee, becoming a Biker Buddy or
Marshal you‘re welcome to contact one
of the Membership Officers.
Joanne

083 445 1397

Jacqui

084 020 0224

Carien

082 449 3773

Nobody can do everything, but everybody can do something. Building
OUR Chapter is a team effort and there is no “I” in TEAM !
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for being a part of our
Chapter, without
it will
not be as amazing as it is !
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